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Chemical resistance of common metals used in valves.  

The information in these tables is offered as a general guide only to the chemical resistance of commonly 

used materials in the construction of METAL valves.  

These tables are not to be used as an absolute recommendation as there are too many factors that can influ-

ence the corrosion resistance, such as temperature, temperature fluctuations, concentrations and solutions, 

velocity and abrasion. Allvalves Online Ltd therefore accept no responsibility for any problems arising from 

use of these tables.  

We recommend that if any doubt exists as to the resistance of a material to a specific chemical, that tests be 

carried out to verify the compatibility.  

What the ratings mean:  

Ratings are based on media at ambient/ room temperature unless otherwise stated.  

A = EXCELLENT RESISTANCE  

B = GOOD OR ACCEPTABLE RESISTANCE  

C = POOR RESISTANCE  

D = DO NOT USE, NO RESISTANCE  
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Speak our technical sales team today about the valve that is most suitable for your application. Our experi-

enced valve team can offer all  types of valves in a wide range of materials and seats and seals, liners  to en-

sure 100% suitability for your requirement.  

From metal and plastic ball and butterfly valves to lined valves and exotic alloys such as Titanium.  
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Wide range of Metal valves 

Wide range of Plastic valves 

Pipe & fittings in plastic or metal  

Lined valves available 


